BEYOND PARASITE (IN BLACK AND WHITE)
South Korean Film at GFF2020 and further

The UK premiere of a new black and white version of Bong Joon-ho’s inimitable Parasite
(GFT, 05/03, 17:45) has been announced for GFF2020, a ﬁlm that has been explosively carving out
a for-once genuine ‘instant classic’ status. With Parasite, South Korean cinema is ﬁnally having a
moment of widespread international recognition upon its 100 year anniversary. Since it was
arguably inaugurated by Kim Do-san’s Fight For Justice (1919), South Korean cinema has been a
hotbed of form-furthering work; this newfound interest is long overdue, and a great opportunity
to draw attention to the South Korean ﬁlms on the GFF2020 program (and some not).
MISS & MRS COPS
A female-lead buddy cop movie, with the stylings of an Edgar Wright comic-adjacent
romp. If you enjoyed Parasite’s laugh moments, then Miss & Mrs Cops looks to deliver a more
consistently zany action comedy premise, where those two genres are not just edited together
but made one and the same. I’ve noticed Korean (non-action) dramas still tend to shoot, edit, and

especially sound mix any action scenes with a visceral crunch. Just look at Oldboy; not a
dyed-in-the-wool action ﬁlm, but its action moments have an energetic oomph that really sells
them and is a technical joy to watch. Parasite’s action-leaning moments have this same punchy
sound mix, but Miss & Mrs Cops’ trailer suggests that this rocket-fuelled energy will infect the
ﬁlm from start to ﬁnish!
OLYMPIC DREAMS
A gentle and gently funny love story set and shot in the Pyeongchang 2018 Winter
Olympic Village. The twin leads are both white Americans, and the story is very much in the
Lost In Translation tradition of an Americentric narrative that just happens to take place in Asia
- there are no signiﬁcant Korean roles. Tellingly, the funniest and most genuine feeling
moments of the ﬁlm come when Nick Kroll is allowed to improvise with actual members of the
Winter Olympic community; the scenes in his dentist’s oﬃce of him having stilted
conversations with non-actors are really entertaining. Olympic Dreams’ representation of South
Korea can sometimes border on commercial tourist advert territory, but its story is aﬀecting.
Just don’t let this be your sole exposure to Korean cinema this year!
TRAIN TO BUSAN / ZOMBIE FOR SALE
Two zombie ﬁlms to round out GFF’s Korean selection. Train to Busan’s action-packed
apocalyptic locomotive setting reminds of Bong’s Snowpiercer, and like Parasite it stars Choi
Woo-shik, but Yeon Sang-ho’s is a true blue zombie ﬁlm, and the kind of thing you daydream
about on a frustrating commute. Also, the zombies run in this one, if you’re into that. Where
Train to Busan is adrenaline-fuelled, Zombie for Sale is another example of punchy Korean action
comedy to accompany Miss & Mrs Cops. Think more along the lines of the family-lead humour of
Shaun of the Dead than the claustrophobic misery of Day of the Dead. So, if you want your
zombies approaching heartfelt parody catch Zombie for Sale, or if you’d rather a high-speed
onslaught of undead, try Train to Busan.
And some not at GFF this year...
MEMORIES OF MURDER
Bong Joon-ho’s second feature, and perhaps the best feature-length detective procedural
I’ve seen. Like Parasite, it is an exercise is building expectations before undermining,
complicating and muddying them to result in a conclusion you both did and didn’t see coming,
and one with a real soulshake to it. This ﬁlm is shot for those group scenes; characters falling
over each other, drinking together, ﬁghting - these moments are allowed to play out in
gloriously blocked wide shots and it’s a joy to behold. Memories of Murder also stars Song
Kang-ho in hist ﬁrst collaboration with Bong, and, at times, is really pretty scary. One scene in
particular could aﬀect your view of long grass for a while.

THE HANDMAIDEN
The Handmaiden is hugely entertaining, largely down to its whiplash twists and turns
from start to ﬁnish. It’s a period piece, aching with style, drama and romance without resorting
to awkward melodramatics, and its setting at the meeting of Korean and Japanese cultures
intertwined with burgeoning lesbian sexuality is fresh, progressive and urgent enough never to
let it slip into forgettable territory. If you’re a fan of single-, double- and triple-crosses,
spy-thriller level intrigue and a web of lies you can barely keep up with, this is deﬁnitely worth a
watch. When it lets loose, it lets loose, as you could probably expect from legendary director Park
Chan-wook.
BURNING
Lee Chang-dong’s Haruki Murakami adaption has all the legendary novelist’s hallmarks;
a solitary male lead with a selﬁsh need for female companionship, strange phone calls, personal
rituals, jealousy, travels far abroad, riddle-spouting characters, and, of course, a
semi-mythologised cat. For anyone familiar with Murakami’s work Burning feels true to his
idiosyncratic style; a satisfying extra helping of his unique brand of storytelling that is equally
metaphorically obtuse and page-turningly addictive. Chang-dong’s directorial decisions
translate this atmosphere wonderfully; Burning is beautifully shot and very quiet. When there is
information being delivered visually the soundtrack slips away and lets the actors give the ﬁlm
its measured pacing, but when it returns it gives those scenes a musical rhythm that's quite
intoxicating. Long and slow, but I didn’t look away.
And these are just my recommendations! Make the most of the recent buzz around South
Korean cinema and dive right in.

